Katherine Horton <contact@stop007.org>

Subject Access Request
Dr. Katherine Horton <contact@stop007.org>
To: infoleg@gchq.gov.uk

6 June 2019 at 21:17

Dear GCHQ,
I demand that you give me all information that you hold on me. My Subject Access Request is for all
types of data including data gathered from my non-consensual body implants. I furthermore demand
the full disclosure on what types of body implants (including head/brain implants), nanotechnology and
neurotechnology have been implanted in me non-consensually. They are transmitting data continually
over a SIGINT chain that you and NSA control and I am being impaired, tortured, raped and maimed
with those implants on purpose in the most sadistic manner.
Furthermore, I request full detailed disclosure on what institutions and which people my data have been
trafficked to. This includes but is not limited to data such as emails, phone calls, metadata, location data,
surveillance data, body implant data and body monitoring data.
Your violations against my rights have been the subject of litigation in 2016, see
Dr. Katherine Horton v SIS (MI6), MI5, GCHQ [2016] EWHC 2095 (QB)
and will be subject of litigation again. In preparation for that litigation, I demand that you to give me all
the data you hold on me.
Furthermore, I request that you to confirm the receipt of all cease and desist requests that I have sent
you.
I also renew my demand for you and your associates to cease and desist all warfare operations against
me including, but not limited to, cyberwarfare, human trafficking into non-consensual telemedicine
research, human trafficking into non-consensual brain research, sex trafficking into sadistic remotecontrolled rape, human trafficking into neurotechnology, robotics, AI and cybernetics research, human
trafficking into sadistic torture, mutilation and murder programs, human trafficking into the current global
genocide.
I also demand that you and your partner organisation NSA stop trafficking my body and location data to
NATO Space Command and US Air Force Space Command for their targetting of their space-based
weapons on my body, my possessions, my car and my home.
I demand that you ensure that all warfare operations against me and my family as well as my human
trafficking and that of my family are stopped immediately.
I also demand that you terminate all interactions with my body implants and that those implants are
switched off.
I also demand that I and my family are removed from the torture, mutilation and extermination lists that
you and your associates are keeping and placing the current genocide programs on.
Your sincerely,
Dr. Katherine Horton

